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A C-BAND MOBILE TELEMETRY SYSTEM

Zeng Wei
P.O.Box 9212, Beijing Research Institute of Telemetry

Beijing 100076 P.R.China

ABSTRACT

In this paper, it is introduced that a C-Band mobile telemetry system designed for the
satellite telemetry task. It can provide a wide range of bit rate and different code type and
frame format which is completely set up by user in advance, to meet the requirements
needs in different satellites. The PCM-PSK-PM signal and the PPM-MFSK-PM signal can
be received and demodulated at the same time. Single channel monopulse technique is
employed for automatic tracking. Angle calibration and angle tracking are performed in
this system. Real-time data processing, displaying, testing of bit error rate and post-flight
analyses is performed by PC type computer. All key components of the system may be
programmed.
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INTRODUCTION

With the help of a satellite telemetry system, the C-Band mobile telemetry system is
designed for the satellite telemetering task when the satellite is put into orbit and when the
satellite is in the second firing. It provides the capability to handle two telemetry downlink
carriers which has PSK subcarrier and FSK subcarrier. System verification and calibration
can be performed manually or automatically. It is fully equipped to provide data
acquisition, receiving and recording, and relaying. As an automatic tracking mobile ground
station, single channel monopulse technique is employed It can also provide a flexible
frame format to meet the requirements needed in different satellites.. Mobility is achieved
by installing the system into a fully mobile, self-contained vehicle suitable for transport,
setup, installation, and operation in the field. It is designed to be self sufficient and
requiring only two personal to sufficiency permit it to safari anywhere in the world.



SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

There is a telemetry mobile van which contains electronic equipment and a self propelled
van which contains a set of antenna and feed. All the electronic equipment and associated
equipment for system diagnostic such as spectrum analyzer, oscilloscope, etc is installed
in the racks or consoles inside the shelter. The mover is a 4×4 truck with a 157 KW diesel
engine, rear air suspension, 100 gallon fuel tank, and an automatic five transmission. It
carries a 35 KVA generator to power the pedestal and equipment inside the shelter The
shelter is 5 meters long and is mounted permanently on the mover’s extended support
frame. There is a finished interior, electrical and lighting provisions, installed equipment
racks, and air conditioning inside the shelter. The system is divided into the following
parts on function:

Antenna & tracking system includes 2.5 meters parabolic antenna, feed, LNA, pedestal,
antenna control unit, etc. It is a dual axis automatic tracking system and has a tracking
threshold of -131 dBm with a 500 MHz bandwidth. The tracking acceleration and velocity
are 0-10 deg/sec2 and 0-15 deg/sec respectively. The tracking accuracy of the system is
up to 0.1°.

Receiving system includes dual channel down converter & frequency synchronizer unit,
PM diversity receiver & combiner, tracking receiver, etc. It performs receiving and
demodulating of RF telemetry signal.

Telemetry terminal includes telemetry PC computer, PSK demodulator, 4FSK
demodulator, laser printer, time code generator & translator, etc. It performs receiving and
demodulating of subcarrier and baseband telemetry signal.

Checking & calibration subsystem includes signal simulator, beacon transmitter,
calibration telescope, video camera, TV control unit, video monitor, video recorder, etc. It
performs checking and calibration of the system.

The pedestal is an azimuth over elevation, digitally controlled, servo driven system. Seals
and surface coatings are specified to protect the pedestal from sand, dust, rust and salty
air. The antenna feed is a single channel monopulse type. The feed is mounted on 2.5
meters solid dish. Wind resistance was a concern with this type of antenna, but stowing,
breaking, and drive motor systems are specified to withstand the winds. The pedestal and
antenna are mounted on a trailer for independent handling. Additionally, maintenance can
be performed on the pedestal and antenna system without disabling the rest of the mobile
system. A video camera on the antenna provides limited visual data recording capability.



DATA FLOW

The system block diagram is illustrated in Figure. When the PM telemetering signal is
radiated by the satellite, the 2.5 meters parabolic antenna aligns to the object with the help
of the autotracking equipment. The downlink RHCP and LHCP signal are routed through
the antenna feed at the same time. Then three channels monopulse signal forms and the
complex signal comparing telemetering signal and tracking angular error signal then forms
to the receiving system. All RF related functions are performed in a shielded box to isolate
is from noise sources in the environment.

The RHCP and LHCP complex signal are amplified by very low-noise amplifier (LNA)
which installed in the feed. The RF signal is then routed to a dual channel down converter
& frequency synchronizer unit through 20 meters low-loss cable for the first and second
down conversion. There, custom ceramic filters are made for the first and second mixers.
This provided superior out-of-band rejection while using minimal space. The incoming
frequency is seclectable to any frequency with in a resolution of 1 kHz in the band of 3.7
to 4.2 GHz. The down converter assembly outputs directly the second frequency signal
which is 70 MHz. Two different carrier frequency signals are handle individual while two
sets of frequency synchronizer are installed.

The 70 MHz IF signal is routed to the PM receiver and combiner. At first, the signal is
routed to the receiver for the third down conversion. The third IF is 10.7 MHz. The
combiner receives the third IF output, AGC signals from two receivers. The IF outputs
from both receivers are routed to level control circuitry to ensure that the IF outputs are
combined at the same level. This signal is summed with the AGC signal from the receivers
to generate the weighting signal for each channel of the combiner. The two linear IFs are
then phase locked to each other. The signals have to be phase locked when summing the
two channels. Out-of-phase channels would cancel the data and decrease the SNR. The
phase locked IFs are then combined by the channel summers using the weighting signals
to determine the amount of each channel to combine.

The final design of the receiver provides 3 IF filters selectively. The IF filter also provides
automatic gain control and AGC Time Constants functions for the receiver. The IF filters
gain circuitry provides 65 dB of gain and 3 AGC Time Constants. The output of the third
IF filters is then routed to the PM demodulator. The PM demodulators a quadrature style
demod which provides wide demodulation capabilities while being less susceptible to
environmental noise. The demodulated video signal is then routed to the video processing
circuitry. This provides tuning and deviation meters for the telemetry receiver. In addition,
AC or DC video coupling is performed in this module. The signal is then routed to the
video filter module. The receiver provides 2 active video low pass filters for the output of



the PCM-PSK signal and a video narrow-band filter for the PPM-FSK signal. AGC
linearization is also done here.

On one hand, the combined third IF signal is routed to phase discriminator for the output
of the telemetering group signal. On the other hand, it is routed to angle error demodulator
to acquire error signal of azimuth and elevation for autotracking.

There are two telemetering computer which one is a single-stream system for processing
and displaying the PSK and 4FSK data. The telemetering computers draw on a library of
existing modules for high-performance data acquisition. During data acquisition, the
computer acquired raw data for all the other sections. Bit synchronizers, frame
synchronizers, subframe synchronizers, IRIG time reader are used to acquire and lock
onto any telemetry stream. At first, the subcarrier signal is demodulated. The baseband
signal is then amplified and translated to a standard TTL volt level signal, from which the
bit synchronizer employs an all-digital Phase-Locked Loop to extract bit clock signal and
a digital in-phase integrate and dump circuits followed by a threshold hard decision to
recover the desired bits. Utilizing the recovered data and the related in-phase clock, it can
perform the function s of frame pattern detecting, establishing of frame synchronization
and word synchronization and data stream decommutating. All the parameter including
subcarrier frequency, code rate, code pattern, frame structure, three-state protection and
division thresholds in various states can be set by the computer.

The computers also archive data to and play back data from the target storage device.
Some industry-standard storage device is acceptable include hard disk and removable
media. The computer performs necessary real-time data processing. Processing
capabilities include preprogrammed algorithms, engineering math equations, creation of
derived parameters, engineering unit conversion, scaling, lookup tables, and bit extraction.
The data source can be from the telemeteing frond end or file archived. Laser printer
produces hard copies for further analysis. Displays update CRTs with real-time,
processed, and archived data. System also includes a 9600 baud modem for data relaying.

A signal simulator is designed to meet the requirements for complete telemetry simulation.
The simulator employs a combination of digital and RF design techniques to provide the
simulation capabilities needed for telemetry receive systems. Because the simulator has an
internal pseudo-random number generator and a PCM data simulator, the user can now
perform bit error rate (BER) testing through the complete downlink.



CONCLUSION

The prototype has been accomplished, and the test to overall system has been done. The
results show that the design of system is reasonable and its performance is satisfiable. The
system reliability, flexibility and simplicity, and transmission accuracy of the data were
significantly improved by the application of microprocessors. This system will be
certainly put into practice.
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 Fig. C-Band Mobile Telemetry System Block Diagram
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